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All the divine beasts knelt down to omi, so omi naturally had no reason to kill them anymore.
omi said, “All of you, have you all submitted to me?”
“Master, you’ve entered the core of the Divine Plains You Forest, the first since the birth of the
universe.”
“Eh, the core of the Divine Plains Youlin?Has no one been in here before?”
One of the divine beasts emitted a mental wave and said, “No.”
omi said, “One of the most powerful divine Emperors in the past, I heard that it entered the
twenty-eighth stage position.”
“That was during the day, there is no meaning in the daytime, only at night can you enter the core of
the Divine Plains You Forest.”
“Tell me, what exactly is the Divine Plains You Forest a place?”
“This is the center of the universe, this is an immortal realm where all the beasts are immortal, so we
come back to life over and over again, and then you kill them.”
“Then during the day, many many people come in for training, and they kill the beasts?”
“Those who are killed by the calendar during the day are the result of our intentions, and no matter
how many we kill during the day, we have nothing to fear, it is only at night that will threaten us at
all.You, on the other hand, are the only one, who can enter the core at night.Therefore, we must stop
you from entering the core of the Divine Plains You Forest, but you still came in.”One of the powerful
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“Why do you want to stop me from entering the Divine Plains Youlin?”
“The Divine Plains You Forest is the home of all our beasts, and it contains the crystals that control all
beasts, and we don’t want anyone to get them.”
“Then why don’t you continue to stop it now?And submit to me.”
“Master, your talent and creativity make it impossible for us not to submit to you, you have almost
understood all the abilities of all our divine beasts, and even if you have learned away what we would,
you are almost able to do what we would, in a sense, you are half the same kind as all the divine beasts,
so we are all willing to serve you as king, king of the divine beasts.All the immortal divine beasts of our
divine Plains You Forest will be at your disposal.”
“Where are the crystals of the divine beasts?”omi asked.
At this moment, a bright light was emitted in front of it.

omi walked up to it, it was a crystal like a God’s Grid, but it was far larger and bigger than a human’s
God’s Grid.
This was the Crystal of the Divine Beast.
The so-called God Beast’s Crystal was the will of all the God Beasts, united to form a God Crystal, or of
course, united to form a God Grid, but the God Crystal was better than the God Grid, because after the
God Crystal fused, it could still continue to develop, while after the God Grid fused, it was fixed there
forever.
omi stroked the massive God Beast’s Crystal.
“Fuck, it’s so big.”
One of the divine beasts said, “Master, this is the divine crystal of our Divine Plains You Forest, the will
of all the divine beasts, united to form a divine crystal.In total, there are over 100 billion wills in this
divine crystal.
omi was shocked in his heart, “How frightening, the will of over 100 million divine beasts bonded into
a divine form?You know, my divine form is only ten wills knitted together.”
omi was incredibly shocked, there really was no comparison, no harm.
omi’s divine grid was made up of ten wills, while this God Beast’s Crystal was made up of over 100
billion wills ah, what a difference between a star and a sun and a firefly.
omi was incomparably excited at the moment, this God Beast’s Crystal, was it his now?
What would happen if omi fused the crystal of this divine beast?
&
nbsp; omi didn’t dare to imagine ah.
Previously, omi’s Godhead was only made up of ten wills, and his strength was far beyond that of an
ordinary God, if he were to merge with these 100 billion wills, what’s more?This is going against the
grain.
“Phew.”omi patted his surging heart.
However, this divine Beast’s Crystal, which made up his will, was all divine Beast’s, non-human.
But what did it matter?Does the human will have to be stronger than the will of the beast?Even so, this
amount of 100 billion was enough.
“Master, this God Beast’s Crystal is yours.”Many of the surrounding Divine Beasts emitted spiritual
fluctuations and said.
omi said, “I can really fuse this God Beast’s Crystal?”
“Of course, this is a divine crystal, not a divine grid, a divine crystal can be fused at will, after fusion, if
you still want to continue in the future, still can continue again, not like a divine grid, fixed
dead.Moreover, I think that if you fuse a god crystal this strong, you’re basically invincible in the
universe, the entire universe, no creature will be your opponent.Moreover, you have countless divine

beasts sent by us and others, you are fully capable of unifying the universe and becoming the king of
the universe now.”
omi gulped down his saliva, unifying the universe, this was something he didn’t dare to imagine
before.
Unexpectedly, everything came so quickly, and thought that it would be a long, long time before he
could become a God Emperor, but little did he know that opportunity had come so quickly.
omi took a deep breath and said, “You all stand down.”
“Yes, Divine Beast King.”
omi resisted the enormous and incomparably large divine crystal and began to fuse it.
With such a large divine crystal, I’m afraid that fusion would take constant time, at least that’s what
omi thought.
However, once the fusion began, omi found that it wasn’t that difficult, because omi had already
penetrated almost all the genetic information of all the beasts, all, the 100 billion will of the beasts in
this huge God Crystal, was quickly fused by omi.
That divine crystal, was gradually shrinking, shrinking, shrinking.
After about five hundred years, finally, that divine crystal, completely disappeared.
Such a huge God Crystal was all fused into omi’s divine Grid.
omi’s divine Grid, which had also undergone a drastic change, was previously made up of ten wills, but
now, omi’s divine Grid was made up of ten human wills plus the wills of 100 billion divine beasts.
“Hahaha, hahaha.”omi laughed maniacally, omi felt himself, immensely powerful, and after fusing such
a huge divine crystal, omi had instantly created millions of ‘innate’ abilities.
It could almost be said that there was nothing that omi couldn’t do.
Of course, omi was still a Twelve Realm God Emperor at the moment, but within omi, if he wanted to,
he could instantly become a God Emperor and become a God Emperor, it was just a matter of whether
he wanted to or not.
As for his strength at the moment?
Of course there was no need to question the innate abilities of millions of them, it was no joke.
“Paying homage to the master.”Numerous divine beasts paid homage to omi.
“Get up.”
“Master, if you have any orders, please say so.”
omi said, “There’s no need to hurry for now, I’m going to take care of some personal business first, I’ll
give my orders later.”
“Yes, master.”

With that, omi disappeared into the spot.

